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1. Introduction

In this paper I will firsl outline the reasons for mounting a large-

scale inter"national study of writt,en composition and describe briefly how the

project is rmnaged. After that I will try to plaee the study within a

eultural and research context. Then follows an account of the major aspects

of the project designo with speeial emphasis on the writing assignments.

After that I will say something about our: plans for reporting and conclude by

outlining some prospecbs of utilizing the vast data base. This opportunity

to present the project is very welcome, since we hope that the Nordie writ,ing

and text research conununily will help us to do a varietv of secondarv

analyses.

2. Why Study Written Composition

Composition, perhaps more than reading, has become a focal point for

critics of schools. Writing, for obvious reasons, is one of the most visible

products of education, and incorrect usage and spelling have been taken to be

signs of a personal scholast,ic failure and an alleged widespread deteoriora-

tion of wribing ability an indication of inadequacies in whole school sys-

tems.

A growing awareness of the imporlance of lite"aey, and more specifically

of wrifing, is probably a concomitant of the growing importance of schooling

and education. These are realized through the medium of rftextsfr, and after

the initial st'age of schooling, the text is increasingly wr"itten text. In an



increasingly more complex society and world, il is inconceivable that spoken

bext could effectively handle all conmunication needs. Written text has

several features whieh recornnend uriting as an effective mode of corununica-

lion in a number of situations (ef. Perera 1984, Takala 1982, Vachek 1g7r.

In view of the importance of writing in society and in the edueational

system, il is not sr-rrprising that some countries/school systems have begun to

assess systematically the efficacy of the teaching and learning of v,riting

(e.g., National Assessment of Edueational Progress in the United StaLes;

Assessmenb of Perfonnanee Unit in England and Wales). However, large-scaIe

assessment was only becoming an area of interest in the rate 1970's.

The sbudy reported here was mounted to accormnodate the internationally

strengthened interest in the assessment of writing. In August 1980, the

General Assembly of the IEA approved a study of written composition. This

reflected the reeognition by the IEA of bhe central place that the study of

the mother tongue (sometimes referred to, with or without a shift in meaning,

as first language, native language, language of instruetion) occupies in the

school curiculum. fntroducing students to vrritten language and thus promo-

ting literacy has traditionally been perhaps the prineipal task of the

school. Learning to read has always been emphasized while writing has tended

to receive somewhat less altention. Recently there has been a movement to a

greater balance between the two forms of literacy. The IEA study seeks to

accomodate this interest, with two additional purposes: (1) Its purpose is to

set learning in the context of the cultural framework, eumicular emphases

and teaching pracbices, rather than jusl ascertain the Ievel of achievement.

(2) It aims to make it possible for each participat,ing eounbry/school system

to assess its relative strengths and weaknesses in writing instrucbion

against an internat,ional backdrop. Consequently, important, components in the
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name of the project, International Study of Written Composition, are frinter-

nationaltr and ttstudyfi. The worcl ttstudy?r is meanb tå corruey that it is not a

frmere surveytt of the status of learning, but a project with definite r.esearch

queslions. The ttinternationaltf aspect was discussed above.

This is a strrdy of the teaching and learning of r.rrilten composition in

bhe schools of fifteen countries/school systems: Chile, England and Wales,

Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, Hungary, Indonesia, Ita1y, Nebherlands,

New Zealand, Nigeria, Sweden, Thailand, and United States. Half a dozen other

countries/school systems parbicipated in various phases of lhe study, but for

a number of reasons were not involved in the ful1 range of the sturly, which

included curriculwt analysis, pilot testing, main testing, and data analysis.

The study was planned and carried out within the cooperative research organi-

zaLLon IEA (International Association for the Evaluation of Educational

Achievement). It bullds on the experience of earlier seven completed and

reporbed studies and has benefited from the experiences of three other on-

going stuCies with an earlier start,ing date.

3. l4anagement of Study

Sinee the late 1950's, a nunber of educalional researchers and researeh

institut,ions have been working on an empirically oriented comparative re-

seareh progratn. A small feasibility study was carried out by the IEA in 1959-

1962. This was followed by a First I'bthemat,ics Study in the mid 1960's (with

12 countries/ school systems partieipating) and by six studies in 19TO-1971.

These covered Scienee (19 eountries)n Reading Comprehension (15), Literature
(10), French as a foreign language (B), English as a foreign language (10),

and Civic Education (10). On-going studies comprise a seconrl mathematics and

science study and a study of elassroom aetivities. Since 1g7g, work has been

caried oub on an international study of written composition.
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Like all IEA sbudies, the Written Compositigns study has a complex

management sbrueture. The International Project Council al its annual meeting

makes general policy decisions. Dr. Alan C. Purves from the University of

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is the Chair of the IPC. More specific planning

is the responsibility of the International Steering Conrnitbee, chaired by

Anneli V;ihäpassi from Finland. Members are Thomas P. Gorunan (Eng1and &

Wales), Judit Kadar-Fulop (Hungary), Eva L. Baker (USn), Alan C. Purves

(USA), Hildo Wesdorp (Netherlands, until 1985), pai Obanya (Nigeria) and

Raimo Konttinen (Finland). Sauli Takala (Finland) is the International Co-

ordinator and Elaine Degenhart (USA) Deputy Coordinator. From January 1981 to

fa1] 1984, the International Coordinating Center was located at the Curricu-

lum Laboratory (UIUC). Since the fal1 of 1984 the coorrlinating of the projeet

is managed jolntly by the Curiculum Laboratory and fhe Institube for Educa-

tional Researeh, University of Jyväsky1ä.

National Research Coordinators constitute the International Study Com-

mitteer which has met a few times to discuss the implementation of the study

aecording to eormron plans.

The costs of international eoordination have been paid by the IEA with

fttt'tds granted by the Spencer Foundation, the Universities of Illinois and

Jyväsky1är the National Centers of England, Federal Republic of Germany,

Hungary, Italyr Netherlands and USA, while Lhe national costs of implemen-

ting the study are paid by each participating country.

4. Context of the Study

Cultural context

One of lhe most important considerations the project had to deal wilh

was that writing seenn to differ, for example, fron mathemabics and science,

in that the criteria of vuhat is the eorrect or at least a good response may

vary somewhat frol eultwe to cu1tut"e. In this respecl, the wr"it,ing study
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resembles the earlier literature and civics sludies more than any other

earlier or on-going IEA studies. It would be pqequmptuoUs to maintain that

bhere is onJy one single correct- produet 4s a !"epponse to a typical composi-

tional task. A typical characteristic of all compositional tasks (not only in

mother tongue instruction but in many other subjects as well) is that bhere

are several aeceptable approacheq and several Aqgeptable produets.

There tends lo be a fair degree of agreement within cerlain cultures,

which are sonetimes called interprelive conrnunities, but eultures may differ

in terms of

a) rrhat functions of writing are emphasized in school;
b) what patterns of organizalion (sty1e, rhetoric) are preferred

and rewarded;
c) what are appropriate topics to vrite about;
d) what is the appropriate approach to writing (e.g., personal

vs. impersonal, serious vs. humorous);
e) what is the appropriate form of lask instruclion (e.g., mere

title vs. detailed prompting);
f) what is the appropriate time to allow students to write in response to

an assignment;
g) what are the appropriate eriteria for rating compositions.

This essential cultural relativisrn is at the same time one of the major

problems of the project and one of the most int,eresting and challenging

aspects of the study (see Taka1a and Vdhäpassi 1986).

Context of Curuent Beseareh on Writing

Another contextual feature that bhe project needed to take into account

was that the IEA written eomposition study was mounted at a time when there

was a growing interest in the study of writing. There are several strands in

cument research on writing.

One line of research focuses on the role and impact of v,riting. The role

of literaey in cognitive functioning and in societal development has been the

object of theoretical and empirieal str:dies (see t e.g. s Bruner 1972, Gaur

1984, Olson 1977, Ong 1982, Scribner and Cole 1981, Vygotsky 19ZB).
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Another research slrand is interested in lhe fl.rnetional relationships

between speech and writing. More recent is the interest in exploring the

relationships between reading and writing (e.g.r Perera 1984, Rubin 1982,

Takala 1982, Tannen 1982).

A third prominent research paradigm is part of the cognitive psyehology

movement and explores the eognitive processes related to writing. This in-

cludesr €.8.r protocol analysis and computer simulalion (Flower and Hayes

1980, Hayes and Flower 1983).

A fourth line of researeh focuses on the product of vrriting (lext,

writt,en discourse). Different text structures (genres) are studied to see how

discourse is organized ( e.B.r story graflrnar, narratology, argumentation

patterns). Reraled to this is eross-eurt,ural rhetorics, i.e,, a study of

culturally prefered modes of diseorrse organization (e.g., Runelhart 1975,

Kaplan 1966, Kaplan 1983).

A fifth researeh strand looks at the readers of r,rritten texts, especial-

ly how readers interaef with and respond to texts. Related to this is , of

course, the vast amount of literature on reading comprehension (e.S., Purves

and Rippere 1968).

A sixth research paradigm has a more pedagogical orientation. It looks

aL what and how writing is taught in sehools, what teaching practices seem

to be effective (e.e., Hilloeks 1984, Wesdorp lgBZ).

A sevenbh research line foeuses on problems relaLed to different proce-

dures used in the rating of composit,ions: their reliability and validity

and rating behavior in qeneral (e.g., Cooper and 0de11 1gTD.

Related fo the above seven areas of research, there has e:nerged an

interest in assessing the actual student performance in writing. In the

United States the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) has

conducted periodlc assessments of writing since 1969. The Assessment Perfor-
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manee Unit (APU) has also conducted four surveys of writing performance in

England and Wa1es. Australia conduebed a study of basic literacy and numeracy

in the mid-1970's. Ontario and British Columbia carried out assessments in

their provinces in the 1970's and several slates in the USA have begrrn

conducting statewide assessments.

tlowever, when the IEA sbudy was started in 1980, most of the parlicipa-

ting eenters had never carried out a large-sea1e empirieal survey of writing

in bheir school systems. For bhis reason, iL r,ras decided that the IEA study

should prioritize highty the need to provide a good account of the teaching

of written composition and a good national assessment, of writing performanee.

With regard to the seven research areas menlioned earlier', il is obvious

that the study, besides its basie assessment furction, can contribute most to

the pedagogical study of writing, to cross-culturaI rhetories, and to the

study of the rating procedures.

Context of Earlier Comparative !'Iork on Mother Tongue Teaching

In comparison to second and foreign language teaehing, there has been

surprisingly little syslematic international cooperation in mother tongue

teaching. There are, for instanee, several journals for L2 researchers and

teachers wtrieh have an international authorship and readership. The interna-

tional assoeialion of applied linguistics (AILA), whieh was founded in the

mid-1960's, has been totally dominated by the L2 researeh conrnunity. The

first session to be sysbemalically devoted to issues of mother tongue teach-

ing within the AILA world eongresses was helrt in Brussels in 1984.

The mother tongue teaching profession appears to believe thab sinee

mother tongues differ, it is not possible to benefit very mueh from the

experience of other countries. The general term frmother tonguert does not seem

even to be used in sorne countries. Symptonatic of the current situation is



that, at a eonference bearing the title of Internatånal Writing Convention,

which was held in April 1985 in England, all or almost all papers presented

were by researchers from the Anglo-Saxon region. A similar trend is seen in

the International Reading Association whose membership is overwhelmingly

from the USA and Canada.

There is an International Assoeiation of English Teaehers but no working

internalional association of mother tongue teachers. The need for such an

organization and for a truly international journal of rnother bongue education

has been discussed within the IEA projeet although inquiries to publishers

were not encouraging.

Yet, in spite of the fact that relatively littte has been done inter-

nationally in the area of mother tongue teaehing, some progress can be

reported.

In the series of European cwricultmn studies, a volure was produced on

the mother tongue teaehing in the upper secondary schools in 'lB member coun-

tries (l4arshall 1972). This report was a useful souree for the construction

of our currieulum questionnaire with which we collected detailed information

on curicular ernphases. Unesco has also sponsored useful work in this area.

In the 1960's, there was intensive and interesting work and researeh

done in Great Britain in primary education and in the teaching of the mother

tongue. This attracted a 1ot of attention world-wide and 1ed to concrete

eooperation between British and American educators.

One somewhat surprising observation made during the IEA projeet is

that the history of nrother tongue education in general and of the teaching of

written ccnrposition in particular is rather inadequalely doerxnented. In order

to get a better idea of this historieal context of vritten eomposition teach-

ing, each National Center was asked to interview a number of experts and

produce a brief national case study. This has proved a useful exercise both



nationally and internationally.

5. Design of the Study

Purpose

Given the eultural and research context outlined in the preceding dis-

cussion, the IEA International Study of Written Composilion was designed so

thab it seeks to aeeomplish the following tasks:

(1) to contribute to the coneeptualization of the domain of writing and
particularly the domain of school-based written eomposition,

(2) Lo develop a an internationally appropriate set of writ,ing tasks and a
system for assessing eompositions wLrich is applicable across countries/-
school systems and across languages

(3) to describe recent developments and the curuent state of instruction in
written composition in the participating countries/school systems, änd(4) to identify factors vqLrich explain differences and patterns in the perfor-
manee of wrilten coroposition and other outcomes, with part,icular att,en-
tion to cultural background, euriculum and teaching practices.

Populabionq and Samples

The study includes three populations: Population A vras defined as stu-

dents at or near the end of primary education and the self-contained class-

room. Populatlon q consists of students at or near the end of eompulsory

education, i.e. students who are in the last year of the shortest secondary

program and Lhose in longer programs who have completed the same number of

years of sehooling whether or nol they have finished their prograln. Popu-

lation C comprises students at or near the end of academic secondary school.

The recorrnended miniru.un samples sizes were 50 randornly sampled classes

for Populations A and C and 100 for Population B. In most countries/school

systemsr a two-stage sampling design was used which involved random sampling

of schools within strata and then random selection of rnother-tongue classes

within sehools. The desired toleranee 1eveI for estiurates of variable means

has been specified as 5/" Lo 7% of the standard deviation. To achieve tole-

rance Ievels smaller Ehan 5,4 requires saraples whose sizes would increase
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project costs unreasonably, either by requiring that cluster sarnpling be

abandoned in favor of simple random sarnpling or that the nwnber of pupils

/clusters included be inereased substantially. On the other hand, to permit

the tolerance level to go mueh beyond 7% leads to sampling errors that are

too large bo al1ow much confidence ln the estimates obtained. The principles

of sampling are described in detail in the subsequent publications.

The tested populations in each partieipating country/school systern are

presented in Appendix y, Table z. A detailed rationale for the tested popula-

tions and a fu1l account of the defined and achieved samples will be given in

the subsequent publications.

Independent, and Dependegt Variables

To fulfil the aims set for the study, information on a large set of

independent variables was gathered. The major eonstrucls underlying the

independent irariables of the study and their presumed interrelationships as

well as their relationships with the dependenb variable are illustrated in

Figure 1.

=========================
Plaee Figure 1 about here

Data on lhe independent variables were collected by means of a National

Context Questionnaire, National Case Studies, Expert Interview Schedule,

Curieulwn Questionnaire, School Questionnaire, Teacher Questionnaire, and

Student Questionnaire. A detailed aeeount of these will be given in the

subsequent publications.

Since the purpose of this report is to give a detailed acconnt of how

the dependent variable, writing performanee, was managed, we will devote the

following chapters to the problems that had to be faced in the study in

obtaining scores pertaining to writing ability. The following were the main
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problerrs addressed:

I. Problems related to the eonstruction of uriting tasks

(a) }'lhal is the total domain of writing, especially school-based domain of
written composition? This required conceptual analysis and synthesis.

(n) Wfrat is the appropriate sample from the total domain for the students
concerned? I/'ilktab sub-domains should be included in the set of vriting
tasks?

(c) Wfrat is the appropriate system for specifying the basks?
(d) How should the actual writing tasks be formulated?

II. Problerns related to the allocation of nriting tasks

(e) What kind of tasks should be presented to each of the threee student
populations?

(f) How should populations be linked through comnon tasks?
(g) How many tasks should/can each student be asked to respond to?(i) If task rotation is necessary, how should it be done so as to maxi-

mize the inforrnation obtained and minimize problems that are related
to rotation?

III. Problerns related to rating of student scripts

(j) What rating system should be used (e.g., holistic, prirnary trait,
analytical)?

(t<) How can a rating system be consbructed which can be applied in a
comparable way in all participating countries/school systems?

The guiding principle in the selection of tasks used in the study was

to obtain an optimal balanee between construct and curricular validity. To

rnaximize construet validity, a considerable effort was made to define the

domain of writing. Selection frcvm the domain so that a high degree of match

between teaching and tasks is guaranteed was guided by curuiculun analysis

and by an analysis of examinations.

Sinee educational systems offer instruction in several tasks and since

students are taught several different kinds of writing in order to help them

become competent and flexible writers, it roas decided to sample student

writing aeross tasks to eover the domain well. Getting several writing sam-

ples from each student was considered neeessary also in order to be able to
study t'he structure of writ,ing ability. Data on the dependent variables were
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eollecbed by means of nine different task types, containing fourteen differ-

ent task versions. There were three compulsory eore tasks for each population

plus one or two international oplional tasks. Each national eenter could also

develop national optional tasks. Thus eaeh student rrote on at least three

assignments representing different cells of the domain.

Once the domain specification system was worked out, there was the

problern of sampling from the domain. On the basis of work on the specifiea-

tion of the domain of writing and on the scrutiny of the writing cumicula

and tvpical writing tasks/topies, nine different tasks were devetoped. They

can be briefly described as follows:

(1) Tasks that emphasize the perspective of the writer

Taqlf 5: vrite a personal story
GsX 8: write a trfreen composition on an ambiguous and

evoeative pictorial stimulus

(2) Tasks that emphasize the perspeetive of the topic

Task 2s suilnarize a text
6['l: retell a story (in a shorter form)
Task 4a: deseribe a ritual mask
G[- 6: describe a process of doing something
Tffi Z: r,rite a reflective essay

(3) Tasks that emphasize the perspective of the reader

Task 6: try to persuade the reader to share the writer's
sbrong view about something

(4) Tasks that have several perspectives

Task la: describe a desired bicyele to an uncle who
wishes to buy one as a birbhday present

Task 1b: deseribe oneself to a penfriend whryn the
- student is going to visit so as to make

it possible for the penfriend to identify
the studenb as he comes to meet the student

TAsk 1c: write a note to the principal/headmaster
eanceling a scheduled meeting

Task ld: leave a message at horne telling where the
student has gone after school



Task 1e: write a
surnrner
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letter applying for an advertised
job

Note that the relative writer-reader social status and the topic is

varied systematically.

Task 9: vrite a letter to a younger student who is
coming to study at the same school as the
writer, telling the new student how helshe
should write in the new school to get good
grades.

If we focus on the purpose of the tasksr w€ can see that Tasks 1, 21 3,

4 and t have a predominantly informabional purpose. The expressive purpose is

dominanb in Tasks 5 and 8. Tasks 1e and 6 have a persuasive purpose. Task 7

has an explicative/interpretive purpose.

If we look at the cognitve structwe of the tasks, we might suggest that

Tasks 1c, id, 2, 3, 4n anA 5 have a strueture based mainly on a tennporal

organization (an account of events). Tasks 1a, 1b and 4a have a structure

based rnainly on a spatial organization (an aecount of the physical charac-

teristics of objeets). Tasks 1e, 61 7r 8 and t have a structr.re based mainly

on a logieal organization (an aceount of ideas and thought structures). Other

classifications are, of course, possible. For an example of actual tasks, see

Appendix (Figure 5).

Limitatlons of testing time roade some task rotabion neeessary. Within

the constraints of being able to link students within populations and across

populations, task rotation was based on the following principles: (a) each

student should write on as many different types of tasks (different cells of

the domain) as feasible, (b) rotated tasks should take approxirnately the same

amount of writing time.

In spite of task rotation (see Figure x), populations were linked so

that in most eases (11 out of 14), the same task was cormon to two popula-
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tions (A and B, or B and C). One task was the

(Task 6: argumentative/persuasive t'ask) ' Two

A only.

';

same for all three PoPulations

tasks were meant for PoPulabion

Similartv, sbudents were linked so that there was one comnon task within

all three populations, i.e., all students wrote on one conmon task and the

other two tasks were randomty rotabed in class. This comrnon task was Task 5

(narrative/story) for population A, Task 9 (descriptive/letter of advice) for

population B, and Task 6 (argumentative/persuasive composition) for Popula-

tion C.

Within each population, and partly also aeross populations, the task

order was standardized so as to conlrol the possible task order effect.

5. Reporti4g

There will be both international and national reporling on the findings

of the study. Three internalional reports are planneel. The first vohme will

deal with the dependent variable. It will give a detailed aecount of the

problems and issues involved in eonstructing an international set of writing

tasks and in scoring student seripts using an internationally agreed-upon

scoring procerJure. The report is expecbed to be in manuscripl form in early

1986.

The second volume will give a detailed description of the context and

praclices of writing instruction in the participaling countries. The bhird

volume will present the rnain results of the study. This will probably be a

seb of parallel nalional porlnaits with some international comparisons. The

extent of comparisons will depend on the degree to which the scoring is, in

fact, connparable in fhe participating eountries.

After seven years of work on the projecbr w€ will probably not be able

to make a statement like the one made by Rollo Walter Brown, a professor of
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rhetoric and composition in Wabash College, who spent a year in France in

1912 36td, wrote a book ttHow the French Boy Learns to Writerr. In the Inbroduc-

tion, Browr states

...the French boy has for a long time borne the reputalion
of being a good writer; and any reasonably thorough inquiry
into the matter will convince one lhat the reputation is well
merited. There may be some who doubl whether the French boy
writes as well to-day as he did lwenty or thirty years ago -
although I found few French educators who believe there has
been any noticeable deterioration among boys of the same
native ability and social class - yet according to Ameriean
standards, he vrites well. If a great many specimens of
written work done in different parts of France form a basis
for judgment, h€ writes with greater grarunatical eorreet-
ness, sharper accuraey of thought, surer and more
intelligent freedom, and greater regard for good form and
finish, than does the American boy of the same age.

Irile will be pleased with a great deal more modest compa.risons.

6. Somg Concluding Remarks

There are plans to store a represenbative sample of student scripts in

an international student text corpus. This eorpus will be ereated with lhe

financial support of the Duteh foundation Stiehting voor 0nderzoek van het

Onderwijs (SVO). Several signs indicate that fhere is growing interest in

moving from the assessment stage to a stage, in whieh we can take a close

look at the compositions themselves. A nr-unber of cognitive, linguistic, rhe-

torieal, eross-cultural, etc., studies have been tentatively sketehed during

recent meetings.

One possible area of research is a more in-depth evaluation of student

perfortnance. For instance, work could be continued to elaborate the criteria

of what eonstitutes minimr"m satisfactory perfonnanee on the large variety of

tasks used in the study. A panel of teachers and other experts could lry to

establish what elemenls must be included in the letter of applieation for it

to be satisfactory. The scoring guides used in the projeet are a good start-

ing point but each eor.mtry should Lry Lo proceed further in the definition of
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eriteria. Work along these lines is planned using the Dutch data.

Another approach worth exploring concerns standard setbing. One possible

method is bo provide a set of scripts to a panel and ask them to indicate

which ones are minimally satisfactory and which are not. Together with the

seores established earlier, this informalion would help to establish a fairly
strong empirical basis for a global evaluation of student perfonnance. This

approach will be tested at least with the Dutch data.

Related to the above two approaches are various quantitative studies on

the basis of the representative corpus of student scripts. The corpus makes

it possible to study students' spelling, use of sentence types, use of voea-

bulary and their development aeross the three populations. Preliminary work

along these lines has been done with the New Zealand main tesbing data. The

German pilot data has been used to identify different wriling stvles using

the method of Configurational Frequeney Analysis. Various error analvses

could be used, if so desired, as an enapirical basis for reconrnendations for

remedial measures and for how to take errors into aceount in marking.

Another line of study would focus on writing as a construet. The faet

that all students were assigned three different tasks (in some courtries more

lhan bhree tasks were used) makes it possible to study the structure of

writing ability. To what extent is r,iriting a general ability, or to what

extent is performance (including errors) task-specific?

The data make it possible to conduct, a variety of content analyses. For

instance, Task 6 (tfre argr,menlative task) ean be used to get an idea of what

issues oceupy the minds of voung people in various parts of the world and how

they argue about them. By way of example, it can be mentioned that the

Finnish data, using the argumentative task, is being used to study students'

world views (pereeplions of reality) using mainly a philosophieal approach.

That study will be followed by an e:ramination of how sbudents' argunentation
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develops over school years.

Italy collected data also on students' reading eomprehension. This will
make it possible to study wibh comprehensive data Lhe relationship between

reading and writing. In Hungary the data for the second science study and for

the writing sbudy come frcxn the same students. This provides an opportunity

for another interesting comparison, reniniscent of C.P. Snow's two cultures

hypothesis.

The fact bhat a large amount of student scripts were marked in more than

ten countries and using two or three slightly different rating designs makes

it possible to conduct several kinds of studies of rater behavior.

The exceptional student script corpusr to be created with the financial

supporö of the Dutch Foundation for Edueational Research (SVO) will also make

it possible for the international research conrnunity to do different kinds of

cross-cultural and cross-language studies. In fact, it seems to ns that the

adequate utilization of the data eollected in the writing study is limited

only by the scientific imagination.

We have established elose contaets with several colleagues in nany other

countries. Iiile hope that the IEA network which has been created will nake a

substanbial conLribution to the newly emerged interest inenhancing coopera-

tion wit'hin the mobher tongue leaching and research profession in the world.
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